
About SAM
Today everyone is focused on “Being
Smart”. Smart Energy, Smart Cities,
Smart Cars, Smart... Smart... Smart...

In our zeal to help everyone else, we in
software industry have not been so
“Smart”. We have forgotten to take
care of ourselves along the way. Our
approach to software development has
not changed since conception; while
today’s needs are far greater and more
complex than ever before.

All side-effects that we are experiencing
today; such as increase in cost, failures
and delays are all due to us not having
invested in ourselves along the way.

Sadly, failures have become today’s
NORM.

To address this, we need to go back to
basics to build a solid foundation to
grow from.

By doing so, we CAN shape future of
Enterprise Software Industry and build
a Smarter world.

How SAM Works
SAM will offer a WHOLE new
experience in enterprise software
development:

vNo More Coding
Human logic is captured in a way that
can easily be understood by ALL; while
behind the scene, computer executable
instructions are generated on demand

v Self-Documenting
While we work, all information is fully
captured and documented by SAM.
Making all other tools superfluous

v Smart Task Allocation
Focus is kept on discovery of complex
problems and identification of creative
& strategic solutions; While SAM takes
care of everything else

v Knowledge Retention
SAM will safeguard all Enterprise Core
Competency to pass down from
generation to generation

SAM’s Benefits
Here are few benefits of working with
SAM:
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Ever considered…
Power of Human Mind?
On 2nd November 2018, scientists at the
University of Manchester in UK announced
“The world’s largest neuromorphic
supercomputer designed and built to
work in the same way a human brain.

The newly formed million-processor-core
machine is capable of completing more
than 200 million-million actions per
second, with each of its chips having 100
million transistors.

To reach this point it has taken £15million
in funding, 20 years in conception and
over 10 years in construction”.

University representatives said:
"Even with million processors, we can only
approach 1% of the scale of the human
brain, and that's with a lot of simplifying
assumptions".

Instead of mimicking one another, let’s
bring the best of Computers and Human
minds together to create a winning team.

Join US.


